














































A.C.Gilberts’s First ERECTOR Patent 

        by David Hobson 

Gilbert’s first ERECTOR patent seems to have been US 
1,066,809 of 8 July 1913, and is entitled ‘Toy Construction 

Blocks’. Its specification is quite brief, and outlines how to 
make his famous box girder units from 4 strips having simple 

flanged edges, using U-shaped coupling pieces. (Strip is the 
term used in the patent for the ERECTOR ‘braced’ Girder.) 

This version was only marketed for the 1913-14 season, and 
Gilbert does not seem to have made application for an 

equivalent UK patent. For the next year the Girders were 
redesigned to have the familiar V-section channels along 

their edges, and four could then be made into a box girder 
without the use of a U-shaped coupling piece. This version 

was covered by US 1,231,728 issued in 1917, the 
application having been made on 26 Jan. 1914. The 

equivalent UK specification is No.1259 of 1915. 
 The figures from the patent (actually from a clearer, 

revised version described later) are shown right. The U-
shaped coupling piece, 6, acts to hold the side strips 9 & 10 

out against the lips of the other side strips 7 & 8, while the 
bolt, 11, presses 7 & 8 down onto the lips of 9 & 10. As 

shown the bolt 11 is a smooth pin with a groove near the 
end for a U-shaped retaining clip 12, but in the text is also 

‘…or the bolt may be threaded and a nut applied thereto.’ 
 In contemplating using the pin and clip method instead of 

bolts Gilbert may have thought it would be cheaper and offer 
an advantage over his competitors already established in the 

market – MECCANO, AMERICAN MODEL BUILDER, & 
STRUKTIRON. However the length of the pin had to be 

quite specific for the combination of strips & couplings to be 
joined and it could not be tightened to make a really firm 

joint. Packing washers might have helped in both cases but 
are not mentioned in the patent. Gilbert seems to have 

abandoned the idea of using this method of fastening and 
ordinary nuts & bolts were supplied in the 1913 sets. Bolts 

with nuts are shown holding the redesigned strips in US 
1,231,728. 

 As already mentioned the first patent was quite brief, 
running to only 1 page of text. It seems to have been badly 

drafted, and included some obvious mistakes in the 
drawings. Although Gilbert soon abandoned the principles it 

covered, it was redrafted for some reason, with 3 pages of 

text, and with the drawings amended to clarify the invention. 

This version was published as US Reissued Patent 14,250 
of 16 Jan. 1917, the application for reissue having been filed 

on 29 Jan. 1914. Interestingly, although the U-shaped clip 
method of securing the pins is mentioned in the text as 

before, and is illustrated in the drawings, it is omitted from 
the Claims Section. By Jan. 1914 Gilbert must have 

abandoned the simple flanged strips covered by the patent, 
and had indeed just filed for patent protection of his 

redesigned version. Presumably therefore the reissue was 
for legal reasons, either at the instigation of the US Patent 

Office to correct mistakes, or because there might be a need 
to establish proper priority of the original patent in case it 

were to be used later, or in case of any disputes which might 
arise.

 

 
 

 

 

ITEMS FROM LETTERS  

1. From Thomas Morzinck. ‘Tobias Mey has told me that he 

is going to start a toy museum in the town of Calw 
[between Baden-Baden & Stuttgart] in which all his priceless 

originals will be shown in special exhibitions in 2003 & the 
following years. There will be special interest exhibitions for 

metal sets like Märklin, wooden sets like Record, stone sets 
like Anker and much more.’ 

 
2. From Werner Sticht. ‘Bad news from Switzerland, the 

production & storage areas of STOKYS Littau factory burnt 
down in last March.’ Werner also mentioned that he now has 

a web site, www.stabilbaukasten.de.vu, for STABIL and 
other Walther products. It’s in German but much is easy to 

follow and the pictures often speak for themselves. As well 
as STABIL there are sections on MINIATUR, WALTHER’S 

INGENIEUR, and the wooden sets. Also notes on the 
pioneers including Lilienthal, Hornby & Korbuly. 

 
3.  From Don Redmond. • All the Semi-circular Plates found 

in two strung VOGUE No.1 sets are the type with 2 extra 
holes, illustrated in 15/421. The extra holes are not shown 

anywhere in the manuals for the Sets. [Since Don wrote a 
No.2 set has been sold on eBay, boxed but not strung, and 

of the 6 Semi-circular Plates that should have been in the 
Set, 5 could be seen, and all were the type with the 2 extra 

holes. The Set was in no other way remarkable: the manual 
cover was identical to the one shown in 17/466, and the lid 

label similar, with SET No.2 (STANDARD) at bottom left, just 
as expected.] 

 •  On the Chinese MECHANIC (17/471 & 22/640) I can 
confirm that the No.190 exists, and that the 190-192 series 

is not progressive. No maker’s name is given on the 190, the 
only source information is on the (Canadian) bilingual box: 

‘Imported by/importé par DMD Group, Misssisauga (Ontario) 
L5T 1R2’. There is no French on the model sheet but a 

copyright date of 1993. The English model names are a little 
strange, Sailer for a sailboat for instance. Nice try though.  

 •  3 white Flanged Plates not seen before are sketched 
50% full-size in the next column, and all the holes in them 

are indicated. The large cutout in the one top left is 
30*35mm, and it has flanges on its short sides, with 5 holes 

in each. The top right one has 7h flanges on its long sides. 
The bottom Plate is 7*14cm and its flanges are at 45°. The 

long ones are unperforated and only 7mm wide; at the ends 
they are 20mm wide with 2 slotted holes in each as shown. 

The large holes on top are 10 & 33mm diameter. The clues 
to their probable identity came from their unusual hole pitch 

of 14mm, and the various labels stuck to them - most are 
‘space’ but one is ‘Delta-X’. So no doubt the parts are from a 

DELTA-X Space Set, not listed in MCS. [DELTA-X was 
the name used for the Japanese DELTAX sets when they 

were sold in the United States, see 11/288.] 
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not original as Don’s & David’s are larger in diameter (to fit
the  metal  bosses)  and  with  a  flat  for  the  D  bores.  The
diameters found vary from 4.20 to 4.23mm, and the depth to
the flat from 3.69 to 3.74mm. In passing, the corresponding
figures from a handful  of Gabriel  ERECTOR Flatted Axles
are 4.03-4.06 & 3.38-3.63.

Other points on the parts. The Gear P-005 has an o.d. of
20mm,  and  combines  an  18t  contrate  with  a  13t  pinion
(15.0mm o.d.).  At  Mod.1,  the  teeth  are  fairly  coarse.  The
unusual Braced Girder S-012, (below) has, as might be 

expected,  its  length-
ways holes  at  28.0mm
pitch, and the 2 lines of

holes  at  14mm centres.  The plastic  Flexible  Plates  have
‘MADE  IN  JAPAN’,  moulded  into  them.  The  drum-shaped
Motor, E-002, has a red plastic case with the 2 parts of the
housing joined by the band in the middle; there are 2 screw
terminals on the back, and a black pinion pressed onto the
shaft.

Don  also  mentioned  a  yellow  plastic  case,  above,
about 28*18*5½cm, with a snap catch lid, and a BUILD-X

label  on it.  These boxes were used to house the parts in
both BUILD-X & DELTA-X sets, from at least #200 upwards.
Various labels have been seen, all in colour, some featuring
a model  from the  set  in  question,  and others  a selection
parts from the Set. Some labels have no Set No. on them
and  these  at  least  would  have  been  packed  inside  a
cardboard box. One such box for the B-400 set is shown in
the last column with its contents below it: a yellow case and
a  plastic  block  containing  the  E-002  Motor  &  E-001
Controller/Battery Box. The Motor appears to have a pulley
on its shaft, though a pinion is shown in the instructions for
the Crane. The blue plastic box on the left is M-002 for the
N&B, etc. The B-500 set contains 2 of the yellow boxes. All
the BUILD-X labels seen carry the Sears name.

BUILD-X: S1 & DELTA-X: S1  [29/845-6]

6. MERKUR sets  were offered in an ad last  Spring from
Merkur, P.O.Box 25, Melton Mowbray, Leicestershire, LE13
1ZG, tel. 01664 485029.

MERKUR: S1     [29/846]

7. One of the ‘goodies’ on Werner’s web site (see Web Sites
below) is a full account of the  KNIRPS sets, adding to the
notes  in  11/272,  24/714,  &  25/743.  Some  of  the  details
follow. The No.1  was  launched  in  1932  to  compete  with
TRIX, and at the same price, .50 Mark, The contents were
quite similar too and, updating the estimates in OSN 11 &
25, comprised: 2,4,2,2 of 3,5,7,9h Strips; 2x 1*3*1 DAS; 4
Wheel  Discs;  3  Screwed  Rods;  8  Bolts  &  16  Nuts;  a
Span’driver, and a Crank Pin.

The parts were packed in an envelope and every part in
the Set was shown on the front of it. The envelope was in a
large box (like TRIX),  18*12*1.5cm, with a label  similar  to
the No.48 manual cover in OSN 25, but without the words
along the top, and with KNIRPS Nr.1 in the diamond bottom
right.

The Crank Pin (Kurbelbolzen), right, is 17mm
long,  and about 2mm diameter, to pass through
the small  holes in the Wheel  Disc.  The shoulder near the
end is like the ULOX part and would allow the Pin to be held
between 2 Wheel Discs, though its use isn’t made clear in
the KNIRPS model leaflet.

Some details of the latter were given in OSN 25 but all of
it is shown on the web site.

Another point of interest is the No.1a linking set. It was
also priced at .50 Mark to compete with TRIX and the No.2
cost 1 Mark. But the No.2 didn’t include all the parts in the
No.1, the Wheel Discs for example, and so buying a No.1 &
a  No.1a,  at  .50  Mark  each,  gave  appreciably  more  parts
than buying a No.2 at 1 Mark.

KNIRPS: S1     [29/846]

8. Good news from Werner  Sticht.  Urs Flammer has told
him that Stokys has new owners, Mr Herbert Schulthess &
Mr  Mauro  Matesco,  and  they  will  continue  to  produce
STOKYS parts  & sets.  The address of Stokys AG is  now
Wihelstrasse 9, Walchwil, Switzerland, CH 6318. 

STOKYS: S1     [29/846]

9.  Kendrick Bisset has discovered that the thread used in
U.S. produced MECCANO is the American 7-32 instead of
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EDITORIAL  Talking to a confirmed Meccanoman recently, we
got on to the subject of how to get youngsters interested in
MECCANO, or the like, and he felt strongly that remotely contr-
olled Robots, preferably with a computer interface, were the
way forward. A major player in this field is VEX, who promote
competitive  events,  including  a  'world  championship'.  Some
notes on VEX were given in 34/1006 and since then a $200,
simplified, 'almost ready to run' kit called Revell Vex Vexplorer
has been introduced. I can see that such Robots could well
have appeal and any constructional 'toy' that creates interest
among the young, and not so young, is to be welcomed. Many
would of course soon lose interest but that doesn't matter, it's
the very few who get hooked, or return to the hobby in later
years,  who  count.  I  would  be  interested  to  hear  from any
reader  who  has  first  hand  knowledge  of  any  of  the  VEX
products, or of similar types of robotic kits.

Shorter NOTES, with thanks to all contributors.
1. Jeannot  Butex  wrote  that  Constructorama  had  found  a
'new'  French system called  JEU FAIT TOUT.  It  dates from
around 1935.
JEU FAIT TOUT:  S1     [38/1132]
2. Snippet.  'New'  Belgian System: BAYOT  The  photo
below was taken from German Ebay but the set's maker was
given as a company called Bayot of Brussels, and this is borne
out by the label in the picture. It was also said that the parts
are aluminium and that the box measures 28.5*29.5* 2cm. By
scaling the pitch of  the holes in the parts  is between 22 &
23mm. To the left of the open box is what seems to be part of
the  lid,  overlaid  at  the  bottom  by  the  manual.  It's  rather
strange though that the name label in the lid's top right corner
looks  to  slightly  overlap its  edge.  Looking  at  the  Aeroplane
model, the cross pieces on top of the fuselage at the tail and
half way along could be the shortest of the Braced Girders, the
wings the long Plates, and the propeller just possibly the two
spoon-shaped parts in the box. But there doesn't seem to be
any parts that could be used for the fuselage longerons. 

BAYOT:  S1     [38/1132]

3. Snippet. 'New' System: CONSTRUCTUS  This Austrian
system was made by a toy firm called Stomo Spiele. The Ebay
ad spoke of Patent Angemeldet (Patent Pending) and the first
word under the name on the lid is Patent.  Several,  perhaps

most, of the bright parts look to be A/Gs, and some at least
with a 1*2h section. Of the latter the bend angle seems far
from 90° in some cases but perhaps that is a trick of the light.
Though without some unusual parts one wonders what basis
there would have been for the patent application.

CONSTRUCTUS:  S1     [38/1132]

4. STOKYS  The company has  changed hands again.  A  new
web site, http://www.stokys.ch/index.html, says that it has been
bought  by 3 business  men and is  now Stokys  Systems AG,  at
Widen  7,  8494  Bauma.  Production  of  parts  and  sets  was
scheduled to restart last January and a new web site/shop was to
be online in mid-March. New products are promised in due course.

Another  site  about  STOKYS  is  http://homepage.bluewin.ch/
kurtaebischer//Kurts_Stokys_Geschichte.htm where Urs Flammer
gives  a  history  of  the  system.  It's  in  German  but  a  Google
translation isn't bad and worth a look. I was interested to see that
as originally conceived in 1941, the hole pitch was to have been
10mm.  It  was  changed  to  ½"  before  production  began,  but
perhaps that is why the Strips are 10mm wide (although if I've
understood correctly this difference was claimed as a virtue in the
1947 Max Stockmann Patent No.255449). Originally the Strips and
Plates were a zinc alloy, with steel N&B; aluminium and brass for
these parts came in 1945-46.

STOKYS:  S2     [38/1132]
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Snippet. 'New' German System: MEBAKA  Right, the
open box with the manual and lid propped up behind it. From
another of the Ebay photos the lid label & manual cover are
identical, apart from the blue 'floor' on the cover.

The Ebay notice said that the set was made by Firmer &
Franke of 24b Tönning/Eider, a small town on the west coast
of Schleswig-Holstein, across from Kiel on the east side. Also
that from the '24b' postcode it would date from the 1940s –
Wikipedia  says  that  2-figure  postcodes  were  introduced  in
Germany in 1941 and ran until they were changed to 4-figure
in 1962, but I haven't been able to find if the Tönning code
changed at any point – I think that the present code includes
'25' rather than '24' to denote the area.

It was also said that the box contained about 480 parts of
which  95% were nickel  and  the rest  plastic.  The latter  are
probably the black parts in the top left compartment, with one
or more Wheels or Pulleys of about 5h Ø; some 1½h Ø ones,
and some small parts about the size of Collars. Apart from the
Plates & Strips there look to be some Brackets in the centre
compartment and perhaps some DAS. From another photo the
round tins contain square Nuts about MECCANO size and Bolts
of more than one length.

Right,  two  of  the  manual  models,  a  Leuchtturm  and  a
Brückenkran.  It  was  said  that  the  other  models  are:  a
Kugelbahn (Bowling Alley?); a Drahtseilbahn (Cable Railway);

3 Kränen (3 Cranes); a Windmühle; a Riesenrad (Big Wheel);
and a Schwenkkran (Floating Crane).

STOKYS  Update  It  was  noted  in
38/1132 that the company had changed
hands and under the new management it
is now possible to buy sets and parts from
the Stokys web site. When checked last
October the sets available were only the
five basic outfits, 0-4, the linking sets 0a-
3a, and the Gears Outfits G1 & G2. As far
as  could  be  seen  the  box  lids  were  as
before, see 11/291, and to amplify what
was said there all the lids are yellow and
the Gears lids are as right.  No manuals
were  shown  with  any  of  the  sets,  and
those listed separately  are the 0-2 with
the same cover as before,  and the G1-2, not illustrated. No
mention of Motors is made anywhere.

There are some changes to the parts relative to the last list
to hand, from 2004, but before going to those the changes
between 2000 (see 24/687) & 2004 will be noted. The
only ones of any significance were the addition of a Double
Clip K15 (perhaps a part used in Stokys' earlier CLIP
system), a Link K64 for the Roller Chain, and Ladder
Chain K62 for use with the Gears (as opposed to the
Ladder Chain K61 for the Sprockets – in passing the
2004 list also gives the old PN for K62 as 79c, so it was
presumably in the system at some earlier time.) Also the Triple
Pulley R51 was reintroduced.

The 2008 parts are listed on the web site with photos of
some of them. It is impossible to see the whole range because
the parts are listed under 15 main headings and then under a
number of subheadings, and only those in one subheading can
be seen at a time. To compare the range against earlier lists
the list on the facing page was compiled and will provide a
basis for future comparisons. The parts are listed under the 15

main  headings  with  my  English
names  and  their  new  PNs  (usually
the previous numerals  with a '0'  in
front,  but  sometimes  a  '1'  or  '2'
denoting  a  modified  part,  often  a
change of colour). A few parts are a
little  difficult  to  describe  concisely
but  the  names  are  those  used  in
OSN 23 & 24 and are illustrated (or
fully described) there.
  Compared with 2004 the parts

no longer listed follow with  their
2004 and, where they existed, their

original  PNs.  ● Half  Shafts from  the  Differential,  W03.
● 200mm  Screwed  Rod  W22/90a.  ● Single-Flanged
Corner  Gusset,  Righthand P54/51c.  ● 20mm  Flanged
Wheel R21/59c.  ● Double  Gears Z15  &  Z17  (11/66  &
11/44t).  ● Chain  for  Gears K62/79c.  ● Double  Bearing
Bracket K41/78  (the  cast  zinc  part).  ● Nylon  Bearing
Strips, 3 & 5h, K42/93 & K43/93a (invaluable with aluminium
parts,  a sad loss).  ● Differential  K91/300.  ● Rack Strips
W31/136 & W32, 11 & 22h. ● Emery Wheel, & Arbour for
it,  T11/53a  &  T13/53.  ● Track  Link  &  Dredger  Bucket,
W62/405 & W63/410. ● All the Lamps & their Fittings. ● The
few remaining 5/32" BSW threaded parts.

The  new  parts are  shown  in  orange  in  the  list  right.
Notable are an 85mm A/G; an Obtuse A/G; and 3 more sizes of
Steel Ball. And perhaps the 'Bogen' Plate P060, depending on
what it is exactly. In addition the Winch Drum, Bush Wheel,
Face  Plates,  and  Plastic  Plates  are  available  in  alternative
colours. The N&B are still blackened steel and the Nut is now
listed as 6mm A/F, so presumably the 7mm size is no longer
available.

     OSN 40/1203 STOKYS:  S3

    OSN 40/1203 MEBAKA:  S1



Achsen (Axles)

● Crankshaft W001
● Crank Handle W002
● Axles W006/010-017, 60/30/50/85/120/150/200/300/
500mm
● Screwed Rods with one smooth end W021/23, 100/40mm

Bügel (Brackets)

● DAS E031/032/035/037/041/042/043, 1*8*1/1*4*1/1*5*1/
1*2*1/2*2*2/2*3*2/ 2*5*2h
● A/B E033/044, 1*1/2*2h
● D/B E036/034, 1*1*1/2*1*2h
● Double Bent Strip E038
● Reversed A/B E039

Geländer (Braced Girders)

● Braced Girders G021-024, 8/16/24/32h long
● Flanged Braced Girders G031-034, 8/16/24/ 32h long

Lager (Bearing)

● Roller Plate W041

Lagergehäuse (Channel Bearing)

● Flanged Plate 3*3h, G003

Lochbänder (Perforated Plates)

● 2h wide B011-017, 5/7/8/11/16/24/32h long
● 3h wide B021-025/026/027, 5/7/8/11/16/24/32h long
● 4h wide B037-041, 7/8/9/11/16/17/24/25/32/33/78h long
● 5h wide B071-076, 7/9/17/25/33/78h long
● Flat Girders B051-068, 1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8/9/11/15/16/17/19/
24/25/32/33h long

Platten (Plates)

● Plates P031/042-045, 5*4/7*8/7*11/7*16h/5*8h
● Sector Plates P038/041, 5-3*5/5-3*7h
●  Flanged Sector Plates P039/040. As P038/041 but 4/5h
high with base 5h flange
● Corner Gusset P051, 5*5h
● Flanged Corner Gusset P052,053, 4*4/5*4h
● Bogen (Curved Plate?) P060
●  Flanged  Plates P032-035/075/077,  5*4/5*8/5*11/5*16/
5*5/5*7h (which sides flanged?)
●  Plastic  Flexible  Plates P036/037/046/047,  5*8h green/
red/blue/yellow

Profile (Strips)

● Strips P002-014, 2/3/4/5/6/7/8/9/10/11/16/24/32h long

Räder und Pneu (Wheels & Tyres)

● Pulleys 12mm R001/002, with/without boss
●  Pulleys 20mm  with  boss,  R004/104,  riveted  (genietet)/
brass
●  Pulleys  35mm  with  boss,  R006/106/116,  brass/brass/
aluminium, rivetted
● Pulley 60mm R007, aluminium
● Tyres RZ03/05/08/61/62, 24/33/54/Lorry 76/Wide 47mm Ø
● Triple Pulley R051, brass
● Pulleys 90/115mm R011/012, aluminium
● Flanged Wheels R022/023, brass, 25/50mm
● Winch Drums R031/131, aluminium, 35mm, red/blue
● Bush Wheels R041/141, 35mm, red/blue
● Face Plates 60mm R042/142/242, red/blue/natural
● Face Plates 116mm R043/143, red/blue
●  Tyres  with  Hub R061/062/064/065/068,  brass  76/brass
47/brass 24/brass 33/red 54mm.
● Balloon Tyres RZ71-76, 50/60/72/80/100/125mm
●  Balloon  Tyres  with  brass  Hub R071-76,  50/60/72/
80/100/125mm

Schrauben/Muttern (Nuts/Bolts)

● Bolt S003/008, 7/20mm u/h
● Nut S004, 6mm A/F
● Nuts G906-908, 100/200/500 of S004
● Grub Screw S026/S027, 4mm long, slotted/Allen head
● Grub Screws G911/923, 100 of S027/026
● Nuts & Bolts G902/904/905, 100/200/500 of S003+S004
● Washer S019, BZP
● Washers G921, 100 of S019

Verbindungen (Connecting Parts)

● Corner Bracket E021
● Flanged Corner Bracket E001/002, RH/LH
● Girder Bracket, 2h wide E011/012, 1*1/2*2h
●  Girder  Bracket,  3h  wide  E013/E014,  2*2h/Trunnion
(E013 with cropped corners)
● Joint Plates E022/025, 2*2/2*3h
● Joint Plates E024/023, E025 with 1/2 cropped corners

Werkzeuge (Tools)

● Screwdriver, red handled, H001/003, 3.5/3.2mm wide
● Allen Key H009
● Spanner H002

Winkelschienen (Girders)

● A/Gs V001-008/009/014, 5/7/8/11/16/24/32/78/85/14h
● Obtuse A/G V011, 11h long
● 'L' A/Gs, 1*3h, G051-056, 8/11/16/24/32/78h long
● 'L' A/Gs, 1*2h, G061-065, 8/11/16/24/32h long
● 'U' A/Gs, 1*2*1h, G011-016, 8/11/16/24/32/78h long
● 'Z' A/Gs, 1*2*1h, G041-046, 8/11/16/24/32/78h long

Zahnräder (Toothed Wheels)

● Pinions Z001/002/004, 19t/19t long faced/11t
● Gears Z003/005-012, 57/66/26/52/38/76/40/136/170t
● Bevel Gears Z031/032, 26/64t
● Helical Gears Z021/022, 13/37t
● Worm Z041
● Contrate Gears Z061/062, 44/64t
● Sprockets Z051-054, 13/26/44/58t
● Double Gear Z016, 11/40t

Zubehör (Fittings)

● Ball Bearing K001
● Balls, K002, 31 for K001
● Ball K003-005, 4.77/3.64/10.00mm
● Collar K011
● Spring Clips K012/015/016, single/double 90°/double
● Coupling K013
● Dog Clutch K014
● Handle Crank K021
● Universal Joint K023
● Ratchet Wheel K051
● Pawl K052
● Eccentric K053
● Cranks K031-033, Double Arm/Single Arm/4h wide Double
Arm
● Cam K034
● Sprocket Chain, Ladder, K061, 1m
● Sprocket Chain, Roller, K063, .5m
● Link K064, for K063
● Spring Cord, 80mm with eyes, K071
● Cord K073, 5m
● Hand Wheel H005, zinc
● Big End (Strip Coupling) T001
● Handrail Support T002
● Loaded Hook T006, zinc
● Tension Spring T007
● Hinge T008
● Threaded Pin T009
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STOKYS  Update based  on  the
company's  website  in  June.  The  last
account was in 40/1203.

The Sets  The basic sets 0-4, their
linking sets, and the 2 Gears outfits are
unchanged.  4  Mini-Modelle  sets  have
been  added,  SN80-83,  called  Töff
(Motorcycle), Go Kart, Mini F1, & Flugi
(right).  All  use the  same wheels  and
have  from  50  to,  for  the  Flugi,  75
parts.

A  Differential of  an  improved
design has been introduced,  as right.
The frame appears to be an extruded
section with tapped holes to allow the
large Bevel to be bolted on. 3 of the 4
Bevels within the frame have a much
shorter,  untapped  boss.  3  sets  are
listed:  BG01,  with  the  parts  less  the
drive Bevels; BG02 as BG01 but ready
assembled;  &  BG05,  all  the  parts
including  the  drive  Bevels.  From
another photo it  looks as if  the large
Bevel may have no boss.

Motors etc New too are ranges of
Geared Motors,  Transformer/Rectifiers, Connecting Cables,  &
Switches.  All,  apart  from the Cables,  are  housed in  yellow,
rectangular boxes with tapped mounting holes in one or more

faces, as in the Motors above. The Motors are M131-3, 12v,
35*35*86.5mm  in  size,  with  a  12.7mm  long  output  shaft.
Their  speed/current/  torque  are  260,55,11rpm/.2,.5,.3a/
0.14,.45,1.15Nm respectively. The Transfos are M105 & M113,
230 to 12v, with 2.5 & 30w outputs [sic], in boxes 35*35*48 &
35*73.5*73.5mm. The Switches are M121-2, 35*35*13,19mm
in size, and are 1-pole on-off, & 2-pole fwd-off-rev. The Cables
are M065-8 black,  075-8 red, 085-8 yellow,  095-8 blue, 50,
100, 200, 400mm long, with end plugs.

The Parts  A number of  parts are no longer listed, and
there are many new ones,  but  mostly  different sizes of  the
structural parts. Items that stand out are the BZP N&B, & the
Double  Gears.  I  will  list  all  the  changes  as  additions  to/
subtractions from the list in 40/1204. A few of the new parts
are not illustrated and it's not entirely clear what they are. On
the website Parts K100 to K137 & W100 are listed separately
from the other parts under the name Gelenke but here they
are in their appropriate sections.
Achsen (Axles) Plus: ● Gelenkbolzen
(Headed  Pin)  W100,  4mm  Ø,  10mm
long. It is shown right passing through a
Strip and held in a Double Arm Crank by
a Grub Screw. There is no indication of
the  intended use  of  the  groove  at  the
Pin's tip.  ● Axles  W007/009, 70/35mm.
● Screwed Rods T019-022, 25/40/100/200mm (it is not clear
if these are fully threaded).
Bügel (Brackets) Plus: DAS E050-051, 3*3*3/3*2*3h
Lochbänder (Perforated Plates)  Plus: ●  2h wide B018/
114/123, 78/14/23h long. ● 3h wide B028/119-122/124/125/
130/133,  23/3/4/6/8/16/25/78/33h  long.  ●  4h  wide B042/
089/090/115/131/134,  10/19/23/15/5/14h  long.  ●  5h  wide

B044-046/070/081-085/142/145, 19/24/
24[sic]/6/5/11/14/16/32/15/8h long.
● Flat  Girders B069/110-112,  23/10/
78/85h long.
Platten  (Plates) Minus:  ● Plates
P031/045, 5*4/5*8h.  ● Flanged  Cor-
ner Gusset P053, 5*4h.
  Plus:  ●  Plates P106-108/141,  6*6/
7*7/6*8/7*78h.  ● Bogen (a  Curved
Plate?) P061, 3h.
Profile (Strips) Plus:  Strips  P015/
017/022/023/025/104,  15/17/12/23/
25h  long/135°  Schutzblech  (a  Mud-
guard?) 4h.
Räder und Pneu (Wheels & Tyres)
  NB:  Pulley 20mm  with boss, R104,
and Pulley 35mm with boss, R106, are
described  as  aluminium  with  brass
bosses.
  Minus:  ● Pulley  35mm  with boss,
R116.  ● Tyres  RZ61/62, Lorry 76/Wide
47mm Ø.  ●  Balloon  Tyres RZ71-76,
50/60/72/80/100/125mm.
  Plus: ● Balloon Tyres with brass
Hub R077,  125mm (R076  which  was
125mm, is now 110mm).
Schrauben/Muttern (Nuts/Bolts) 

Minus: ● All Nuts & Bolts. ● Grub Screw S027.
Plus: ● Bolts Allen head, BZP: S006/009, 6/20mm; G951-

954,  100/200/500/1000x  S006.  ●  Nuts 6mm,  BZP:  S005;
G955-958,  100/200/500/1000x  S005.  ●  Grub Screw  4mm
long, Allen head, BZP: S026; G959-961, 100/200/500x S026.
Verbindungen  (Connecting  Parts) Plus:  Joint  Plate
EX14, 7h (shape unknown).
Werkzeuge (Tools) Plus: Screwdriver H010 Allen headed.
Winkelschienen  (Girders)  Plus: ●  A/Gs V015/017/023/
025/033,  15/17/23/25/33h;  ●  'L'  A/Gs,  1*3h,  G057-059,
17/19/25h; ● 'L' A/Gs, 1*2h, G060/066, 7/78h;  ● 'U' A/Gs,
1*2*1h,  G010/018,  6/10h;  ● 'Z'  A/Gs,  1*3*1h,  G040,  8h;
1*5*1h, G049, 8h.
Zahnräder (Toothed Wheels) Minus: Double Gear Z016,
11/40t.

Plus: ● Bevel Gear, short Z029, 26t (as used in the Diff.).
● Double Gear Z110-121, 11/19, 11/26, 11/38, 11/40, 11/52,

11/57, 11/60, 11/66, 11/76, 11/136, 11/170t.
Zubehör (Fittings)  Minus: ● Cord
K073, 5m, ● Big End (Strip Coupling)
T001, ● Threaded Pin T009.

Plus:  ●  Spacing  Ring K010,
10mm. ● Pleuelkopf K018, Big End?
(possibly a new name for the deleted
T001, or a new version of it). ● Chain
K062,  red plastic.  ● Driving Bands

K074-077, 300/450/600/960mm, 3.5mm PVC.  ● Cranks (NB
Unlike the existing brass Cranks all the following are aluminium
with  brass  bosses):  K100,  3*4h  Plate  with  a  central  boss;
K113-117, Strips 3/4/5/6/7h with centre boss; K123/125/127,
Strips 3/5/7h with an end boss; K133-137, Strips 3/4/5/ 6/7h
with a boss at each end. NB  The Hand Wheel which was H005
is now T005.
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STOKYS Update  These notes  are based on  the  Stokys
website in March.

THE PARTS  Some 440 parts are now listed,  over 50%
more than in 2004 (see 40/1204). Most of the additions are
structural parts, the existing Plates, Girders, Brackets, etc in
different  sizes,  and  a few  new ones  such  as  3  &  4h wide
Perforated Plates with elongated holes in one outer row. I gave
up trying to make a concise list of all the changes, a task not
made any easier by some different PNs, so there follows just
the  points  of  interest.  It  is  easy  to  download  a  PDF  of  a
complete list of the parts & sets from the website's homepage,
and I found it easier to do so than to try to find individual parts
within  the  (tidy-minded but  unhelpful)  system of  categories
and sub-categories used on the website itself.

New parts:  ● an additional  5h Strip with  round rather
than slotted end holes; ● the Tractor Tyres in Fig.2, R090 &
091, to special order;  ● a brass  6h Bush Wheel K030;  ● a
brass square Sliding Shaft, see Fig.3 (it is used in Set BG24);
● Name  Plates,  a  yellow  T-Shirt,  a  red  Hard  Hat,  &  a
wooden, 3-Layer Box with a carrying handle.

Parts  reintroduced:  ● Rack Strips Z210  & 211,  both
10h long, one with A/G sideplates as before, the other with
Flat Girders; ● Track Link K062, red plastic.

Deleted parts: the Double Spring Clips K015, 016.
Other points:  ● Some of the  structural parts are now

available to order in lengths of 78 & 150 holes. ● Bogen P060,
listed under Platten in OSN 24 is the Curved Strip, and P061 (in
43/1310) is the same Strip but with only the outer & centre
holes.  ● The  Bolts are listed with both 6 & 7mm Ø heads.
● The  Gears include a 60t Gear but not a 15t Pinion.  ● 11
Double Gears are listed, with gears from 19 to 170t, all with
an 11t pinion.

THE SETS  ● A Bridge Set BK01 has reappeared but with
no details.

● 3  Basic Sets which equate to Sets 3 or 4 in cost are
listed but with no details. They are for Mechanik, Elektro, &
Fernsteuerung (radio control).

● 11  new sets,  all  of  which  have  parts  to  make  one
specific,  usually modestly-sized,  model.  None are motorised.
All are in the Price List but only those asterisked in the details
below are fully described on the website. 

SN12*  The Lorry with Skip in Fig.1. Steering in via the
Handwheel  on  top  of  the  cab,  and  the  skip  is  loaded/
unloaded  from  the  Crank  Handle  behind  the  cab.  The
lightness  of  the  parts  would  help  in  the  success  of  this
feature. 

SN 13*  Crane Lorry.  The basic  lorry as SN12 but a
simple  crane  with  a  9"  jib  replaces  the skip  on  the  rear
platform.

SN14*  Low Loader. Again the SN12 lorry but with a 12"
long trailer.

SN22  5-Axle Dumper Lorry. A little longer than SN12
but with the same size wheels.

SN30*   The  Tractor in  Fig.2.  The  most
elaborate  model  in  the  range  and  perhaps
comparable  with  the  old  range  of  Stokys

'supermodels.
SN31*  Rotary Rake (Fig.4) to be towed by SN30.
SN32  A Trailer for SN30.
SN40  An 'Astrom' without planets – probably a simple?

Orrery.
SN91  'Reacer [sic] 3 rädrig ohne Elektro'. A 3-Wheel

Racer which looks a bit like a drag racer. It has a small front
wheel and unusual rear wheels plus a 'sail' on top (Fig.5) –
could it be a Sand Yacht?

SN94*  An Electric Pylon, 17" high.
SN95  'KVA-Kran mit 6-fach Greifer'.  It looks like a

framework  to  allow  the  6-Arm  Grab  (Fig.6)  to  be
demonstrated.
● Finally  some  sets  of  parts which  are  needed  for

particular mechanisms. ● Two of the Differential sets, BG02
& 05, mentioned in OSN 43 continue, & BG05 is said to use the
bossed  Bevels  rather  then  the  shortened type.  ● A Winch
BG08; ● Double Gears BG10; ● A Rack Drive BG14; ● The
6-Arm Grab BG18; ● A 4-Wheel Steering Linkage BG23;
and ● The Sliding Shaft assembly BG24 (Fig.3).
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STOKYS in 2012  This year is Stokys' 70th anniversary, and
perhaps because of that some 50 new parts have been added,
over 30 sets, & various accessories. They are all new to me
since  the  notes  at  44/1337  in  2011,  but  some of  the  sets
mentioned here may have been introduced in 2011, perhaps
late in the year – the only items shown as new on the Stokys
website are the Solar parts.

The  PARTS  Most  are  different  sizes  of  strip  parts,
Girders, Plates, etc. I'll mention only those of more interest.

A  new  Univer-
sal (right),  G725,
replaces  the  one
with  Fork  Pieces
shown in OSN 44.
The Sliding Shaft is now available in 5 lengths, K192-6, up to
215mm retracted & 250mm extended.

S-Girders,  P085,  088,  1*2*1h with 45° flanges, 5 & 8h
long.

A 127mm Ø  Tyre, RZ34,
with  the  2  pairs  of  Hubs,
RY33-4, right. And a Wheel,
R080, with a 78mm tyre on
a dark cream painted hub.

Solar parts which can be seen in Fig.14: a Panel (it has 3
bays), and a Motor (the yellow box with the red Cable).

The 3-4 Set Manual, DX33, has increased in price from 8
to 10 francs so possibly it has changed.

Discontinued Parts. A D/B, E036, made from a flat strip
without raised edges. A Wheel, R073, with a 72mm tyre. The
earlier  Universal, BG24. The rather elegant  Handle Crank,
K021, (Winding Handle would be a better name – it is shown
bottom centre of the first group of parts in 23/671).

The SETS  Auto  sets,  GA01-2.  They  have  the  same
number of parts as before but the 3 models shown are new
versions of those in the original manual. See 13/335 for the

original of the one above. Below the new F1, the old one is on
the box lid in 8/174.

Next  3  Micro  models,  SN70-72,  a  Loco,  the  Loco  plus
Tender, and the Loco, Tender, & Wagon below.

Then 4 new Mini models, SN84, 86-7, 93, an articulated
Low Loader, the Lastwagen mit Elefantkran above, a Bulldozer,
& a Helicopter.

Single-model Lorry Sets. The range has been increased
by 11 outfits to 15. All 15 use the same wheels, and all have
steering, mostly with the steering wheel on the cab roof. And
they all have the same cab, as in the models below and in the
Skip Lorry in Fig.1 of 44/1337. The cab looks rather empty and
it  seems  a  pity
not  to  have  a
seat  in  it,  and
perhaps  another
steering wheel.

SN01-4 all
have  4  wheels.
Right  #02;  #01
has  a  flat  bed.
#03  &  #04  are
#01 with an art-
iculated  trailer,
the  #03  has  a
flat bed & #04 a
16" long van body.
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SN10,  11,  &  15 are  6-wheel-
ers, #10 with a flat bed, #11 with a
load  container,  &  #15  with  an
articulated tipping trailer.

The remaining 5 models,  SN21-
3, & 25-6, have 4-wheel steering,
and #21-23 have the steering wheel
in the cab. #21-3 & #25 have 10
wheels. SN21 is a flat bed, #22 too
but with a load container which, by
a  linkage,  slides  over  the  back  of
the Lorry, tipping at the same time.
#23 is a Side Tipper. The model in
Fig.8,  from  the  Stokys  website,  is
not  actually  listed  but  it  is  shown
because it gives an indication of the
tipping mechanism. #25 is similar to
#21 but has only 8 Wheels. #26 is
#25 with an articulated low loader
trailer  with  6  wheels,  some  18"
long.

Other Sets   SN06 & SE06
are  Designing  Machines,  the
same models but hand- or Motor-driven. The mechanism is
simpler than the earlier design noted in 23/673.

SE30 is  the  Tractor in  44/1337  but  radio
controlled.  The  set  contains  an  Accumulator  &
Charger, presumably for the Receiver, & it is stress-
ed that the Set does not include the Motor M132.

SN27 is a 4-wheel 'Quad' 15cm long. SN28 is a
beefy looking Pick-up Truck, 37cm long, and SE28
is  a  R/C  version,  again  without  a  M131  Motor.
SN53 is 31cm long Space Shuttle.

SN36 is the 40cm Ø Big Wheel in Fig.9,
and SE36 is a motorised version with a Motor
& Transformer.  SN/SE37 is a  60cm Ø Big
Wheel with 8 cars (Fig.10). Neither the small
nor the large version is the same as the earlier
model.

Next SE40, the Orrery (Fig.11) driven by an electric Motor.
It  replaces  the  SN40  unpowered  version.  The  latter  didn't
include the globes but nothing is said about them for the SE40.

SN41 is  the  Quartz  Clock in  Fig.12  with  I  suppose  a
commercial motor.

SN50 is an hand-powered, 12-footed  Walking Machine;
SE50 is the motorised version above and the Set includes a
Motor, Accumulator, & Charger.

SE91 is the radio controlled version of the Racer SN91. It
is shown with the red Plate as in OSN 44 but elsewhere on the
website it has a Solar Panel as in Fig.14. The drive is to one

Wheel by friction  from
a  small  rubber-tyred
wheel on the Motor's output shaft.

Finally  GM10, a set for schools
to demonstrate  simple mechan-
ics.  Illustrated  are  a  belt  drive
between 2 sizes of Pulleys, and a
suspended weight which might be
a  plumb  bob  or  a  rotating
pendulum.

ACCESSORIES  I don't have
a  complete  earlier  list  but  items
new to me are a follows.

The  2.4GHz,  4-channel  R/C
Transmitter, M153, & Receiver,
M152, listed  separately.  Also  2
Servos, M125-6.

 The Solar Panel, a 4v Motor
for it, & various accessories.

Three  12v  Geared Motors,
M031-3, smaller than the existing
ones and of lower power.

A  12V,  5A Rheostat,  M116,
with a switch either sides of a knob. 

An  11v,  850mAh  lithium-polymer  Accumulator,  M141,
measuring 35*35*61mm, and a Charger for it.

M144.  Brass Nameplates, B102-3, as in Figs.11 & 12,
spanning 4 & 5 holes.

A Mouse Mat XW07.
All the electrical items above are in the usual yellow boxes

except the conventional looking R/C Transmitter, & the Battery
Charger in a blue case.

PS  There are now 520 parts in the STOKYS system against
280 towards the end of the original owners, Gebr. Stockmann.
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